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ney.

Horse-brasses reflected the glowing fire along the
brick wall facing the hearth. Crescent moons, stars, griffins
and blazing suns-originally designed to guard horses
added their magic to the cottage.
In each room and comer of the home, magic abound
ed. Food was blessed before cooking; beds were situated
East-to-West; a broom lay on the floor before the door; a
bag of herbs hung from the chair on a red cord-no part of
the Witch's cottage was left unblessed or unguarded by the
wonders of magic.
Life within the home was by its nature arcane. A stu
dent of magic, the woman who owned the house saw
magic at work in her life, from rising with the Sun until fall
ing exhausted after a day of spinning and weaving, cook
ing, herb harvesting, cleaning, contemplating, blessing and
speU-casting.
Such might have been the magical household of the
past, when healing charms, spells and potions, home spir
its, herb magic, Witches, magicians and ghosts were accept
ed as real. No part of everyday life was untouched by the
unseen. All aspects of existence were suffused with magi
cal tradition and ceremony.
The structures that housed and protected these early
peoples were more than bricks, reeds or logs. Houses were
psychic centers, pools of protective energy in which fami
lies lived to guard themselves against the dangers of every
day life.
The house was also a shrine to the deity of life itself. Its
roof and walls served as a shield from the effects of the
elements (both physical and magical) and held in the
home's luck, spirit or energy, while its door guarded against
unwanted intrusions. The house sustained life; it was sa
cred and powerful.
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of a world that has turned its back on the spiritual side of
life. The home can be transformed into a meditative cocoon
of positive energy that provides refuge from the stormy at
mosphere of our world.
But the magical home isn't just a fortress. It is one in
which the magic of life is recognized and celebrated through
timeless rites and spells. Even if we don't live in a seventeenth
century English cottage, a reed hut perched on the banks
of the Euphrates river or a hollow tree in the New Forest,
we can create a place in which both physical and spiritual
realities are acknowledged and explored, filling our lives
with wonder and excitement.
We are in control of our home environment. Just as
the magician uses wand and spell to change the world, so
can we transform our nondescript apartments and tract
homes into satisfying versions of the magical dwellings of
yore. We can do this by taking ideas from the past and
applying them today so that our lives will be filled with
tomorrows of enchantment.
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self by rubbing your palms together briskly for 10 seconds,
then holding them a few inches apart. Sense the energy
passing through them, the warm tingle in your palms. This
is the power raised and used in magic. It comes from within
and is perfectly natural.
Since this isn't a book on magical technique or philos
ophy, I'll limit the "how-to" instructions to topics actually
discussed in the text. If you decide you'd like to pursue a
course of magical studies, some of the books listed in the
bibliography should prove to be fine starting points.
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entertainment, sex and contentment. Although their homes
lacked solar-heating units, steel girders and three-car ga
rages, they served the same function ours do today: pro
tection.
These earlier peoples saw their homes as shields against
spirits and unseen forces-the powers that seemingly propel
the Sun and Moon across the sky, cause fire to flash in the
night and deliver warmth after the killing chills of winter.
As such, the house was imbued with magical qualities, as
was most of life. Having enabled these early peoples to live
through the last great ice age, the house assumed a sacred
character. In the Western world, vestiges of this mystic aura
lingered until World War II, when many rural customs were
forever destroyed. But in the East and isolated parts of the
West, the home still retains a trace of its magical heritage.
The earliest religious rites probably occurred in the com
munal home. Once household spirits and deities were wor
shiped, home religious practices were modified to include
reverence for the house spirit. The most famous of these
spirits are the Lares of the Romans. The Lares were both
household and family deities. They were consulted on daily
family affairs and given offerings of flour and salt.
So the home was the center of life,notonly in thisworld
but in the spiritual world as well. Every home was a temple.
When homes were built, sacrifices were made to appease
these early household goddesses and gods. These sacrifices
included fruits and grains, animals, and newly laid fertile eggs.
(The eggs were often substituted for living flesh, which earlier
peoples throughout the world once deemed the fittest offer
ing to deity. The egg was built into the house or broken over
its foundation to bless it with life-giving energy.)
The home has always been guarded magically. The Sax
ons, for example, placed antlers at the ends and peaks of their
roofs to drive away evil. (This custom is faintly echoed in the
now-diminishing use of roof finials.) During medieval times,
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iron was used to safeguard the house. Forkheads, lengths
of chain, broken scythes and swords were neatly arranged
under house foundations to halt the entrance of evil magic.
Later, brooms were walled up for protective purposes.
This is an important concept-that of "evil" magic.
Only one kind of power is used in magic, although it may be
raised in a number of ways. Magic, the use of this power, is
of two types: positive and negative.
Two hundred years ago, and even more recently, eve
ryone performed magic as a part of everyday life. Batter was
stirred sunwise, silver was turned at the sight of the New
Moon and babies were guarded in their cradles with garlic.
Most superstitions are remnants of such old magical acts.
These early peoples didn't stop the flow of all magic into
their homes, just the real or imagined "evil" type. They invited
the positive, beneficial magic to enter and then cast spells
inside the home to create a stronger spirit or essence. Today,
a magical household isn't simply one that is guarded against
negative magic; it is a place where positive magic blossoms.
Today, the home has lost most of its magical qualities.
In China, however, homes are still designed and sited
according to ancient magical tradition. No one built homes
in earlier times without first consulting the Feng Shui man,
an expert on natural Earth configurations (mountains,
plains, valleys, rivers, rocks, bays) as well as buildings and
their magical properties.
For example, an ideal house is built in a u-shape, with
the ocean in front of it and a mountain behind. Roads must
never run straight toward the house, for energy (ch'i) travels
along straight roads. Those living within such a house would
literally bum out from the excessive energy. A right-angled
tum in the road reduces the energy flow into the home,
protecting it and its inhabitants.
The Chinese also revere five household gods or spirits
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because they often contain six-pointed stars. At some point, the
word changed from sechs to hex (derived from the German
word for Witch). Today we know these symbols as Pennsyl
vania Dutch hex symbols.
Emblazoned on huge barns and sturdy, clean houses,
hex signs continue to spread their spells. They are a curious
combination of magic and religion-a guard for the home
and farm as well as a graphic celebration of nature and
the divine.
Raindrops, stars, oak leaves and acorns, four-leaf
clovers, hearts, tulips and doves, lilies and abstract geomet
rical patterns are common design elements. Vivid colors
are also used for their mystical properties. Green brings
abundance, happiness, luck and prosperity to the home.
Blue signifies spiritual love, protection, beauty and truth.
Brown invokes earthiness and sensual pleasure, while white
represents purity, joy and protection. Red brings love and
liberty. Combinations of red, blue and yellow guard against
sickness and spells.
According to one tradition, seven hex signs on a single
building guard it against wicked spells, fire, lightning, floods
and other natural disasters. Though hex signs are some
times painted or hung on buildings, they are most often
used within the home. Specific signs are hung over the bed
or in the main room to attract love, health and wealth to the
home's occupants. Whatever their origins, hex symbols are
colorful reminders that house magic is still alive today.
A current example of old lore regarding the house
concerns the liberal application of white paint or stickers to
windows of homes and buildings still under construction.
This was originally done so that evil spirits, frightened or
magically blocked by the white paint, couldn't fly in through
the closed windows and take up residence before the
house was finished and its tenants had moved in.

